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The weather has been kind to the NSW industry this year and for the first time in a quite a 

few years the estimate is over 2 million tones. 

Let us hope that all goes well and the farmers in NSW get back on their feet. There has 

always been a willingness, even through the gloomiest days of low tonnages brought on by 

floods and Frosts, for the farmers to produce. 

We can only hope that all goes well and that our mills can now process the crop that will be 

presented to them in the time agreed in the cane purchase agreement. 

The prediction of normal rainfall in autumn and early winter should go well, and the 

prediction of above average temperatures for autumn should see the crop grow on in the 

next three months. 

The Tweed had the third wettest summer on record but fortunately no floods to speak of - I 

guess we have been lucky. 

This is the meeting season, with meetings every week almost all the way up to the season 

start in June. 

Every now and then a variety comes along that is outstanding and Q248 is one of these. 

Unfortunately it has a very high smut rating, in the field, and many growers will assess very 

closely the risks of planting this variety before the planting season comes around in 

September, October. 

Soy beans will once again put some dollars in the pockets of the growers will some excellent 

crop in all three mill areas. 

It was very pleasing to attend along with three growers from the Richmond, the Next-Gen 

conference at Palm Cove North QLD, this conference is only held every two years and with 

the support of Case IH it looks like it will be on many growers calendar for many years to 

come; at least for the 160 who attended. Most of the organizing was done by the Next-Gen 

committee and Next-Gen reps and members, it was a credit to them all. I do get to attend a 

lot of conferences and I will rate this year’s Case IH Step Up Next-Gen conference as one of 

the best I have ever attended. 

Congratulations to Gerard Puglisi and his Next-Gen reps, along with Amanda from the AFCA 

secretariat, for such a fantastic conference.  

Robert Quirk 

NSW Director 

 


